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ABSTRACT 
For any finite field F we determine the number of n by n matrices of 
skew-centrosymmetric form which are invertible over F. This result is obtained using 
a unimodality property of the ranks of matrices of this form. As a corollary to this 
result we count the n by n matrices of skew-centrosymmetric form of any specified 
rank. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A matrix A over a field F is called centrosymmetric if it is symmetric 
with respect to its main and secondary diagonals. A is skew-centrosymmetric 
if it is symmetric with respect to its secondary diagonal and skew-symmetric 
with respect to its main diagonal. The latter property ensures that all diagonal 
entries of A are 0 if F has characteristic other than 2, and we shall impose 
this as a condition for matrices we study over fields of characteristic 2. In fact. 
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we consider here the following special skew-centrosymmetric matrices. Let F 
be a finite field, and a,, . . . , a, elements of F with a, = 0. For each tr E N 








a2 a3 *.* a” 
a1 a2 *** a,_, 
a0 a, -.. an-2 
. . 
-a, --a,-1 --an-2 *** *** a0 
In Corollary 2.10 we determine the number of n + 1 by 72 + 1 matrices of 
this form which are invertible over F, and as a corollary to this result we 
count in Corollary 2.11 the matrices of the above form of any specified rank. 
Both of these results stem from a remarkable unimodality property possessed 
by the sequence Y= {vo, vi,... ) of nullities v,, = null(A,), Theorem 2.6. 
This phenomenon became apparent from analyzing nullity patterns generated 
by a computer program. Once this unimodality property is established, it is a 
simple matter to compute the number of (n + I)-tuples [a,, . . . , a,] which 
giverisetoaset{A,,..., A,,} of matrices with a specified nullity pattern, and 
then it is straightforward to count the matrices of a given rank. 
The study of matrices of this type originated with joint work of one of the 
authors with R. T. Powers to analyze unital endomorphisms on von Neumann 
algebras [8, 91. Th e unimodality property described below is a generalization 
of work which appeared in those papers. It emerges as a key property used in 
the computation of the entropy of a large class of these endomorphisms (see 
[l, 2, 61 for related results). This connection will be explored in a future 
article. In addition, some of the techniques described below appear to have 
some applications to be study of linear feedback shift register systems [4, 101. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We begin this section by recalling a result about the ranks of skew-sym- 
metric matrices over finite fields. 
PROPOSITION 2.1, Let F be a finite field. Then any skew-symmetric 
matrix A E M,(F) has even rank. 
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REMARK. As in the introduction, if F has characteristic 2 we use the 
term skew-symmetric matrix to designate matrices which are symmetric and 
which have O’s along the main diagonal. 
PTOOJ. See [7, Theorem IV.11 for the case when F has characteristic 
other than 2, and [7, Theorem IV.111 for the characteristic 2 case. n 
It will be useful to have the following terminology and notation. For any 
n E N let F” be the vector space of n by 1 column vectors over F. We shall 
use the word kernel of an n by n matrix A to denote the right kernel of A in 
F”. If k E F”, let Ok be the vector in F”+ ’ obtained by adding a final entv 
of 0 to k. If A,, is the n + 1 by n + 1 matrix defined above, let p, be its 
rank and u, its nullity over F. Finally if k = [k,, . . . , k,,]‘]‘, then % = 
1% “,“‘, k,lT will be called the flip of k. 
LEMMA 2.2. Either p, + , = p, or P, + 1 = P, f 2. 
Proof. Obviously p,+ I < p, + 2, since A,, , is obtained from A, by 
adjoining a row and a column. But the proposition shows that p,, and p, + I 
are even. n 
LEMMA 2.3. For any n E N, one has k E ker A, $ and only if i E 
ker A,. 
Proof. Clear, since for each i, row i and the flip of row n + 1 - i in A,, 
are additive inverses. n 
LEMMA 2.4. Let n E N. Zf p, = P,,+~ then O(kerA,) c ker A,,+l. 
Proof. Clear, since A,, is the upper n + 1 by n + 1 block of A, + 1 and 
*Pfl = Pn+1 implies that the last row of A,,+, is a linear combination of the 
preceding ones. n 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf p,, < P,,+~, any k E ker A,, 1 has first and last entries 
0. 
Proof. Since ker A,, 1 remains invariant under the flip operation, some 
vector in the kernel has a nonzero first entry if and only if some other vector 
has anonzerolast entry. So suppose that k = [k,, k,,..., k,+,lT E kerA,+, 
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with k,+l # 0. From the equation A, + ,k = 0 we obtain kTA,+ i = 0, and 
from this equation it is quite straightforward to see that the row vector 
[a *+ 1, * * * , aI] lies in the span of the row space of A,,. But this implies that if 
k’ E ker A, then Ok’ E ker A,+i, so u,,+i > v~. Then since n + 1 = p,,+i 
+ Vn+l = p, + v,, + 1, we have p,+ 1 = p, + 1, contradicting the fact that 
pi is always even. Hence k, + 1 = 0 = k, for all vectors k E ker A,+l. W 
THEOREM 2.6. Zf rank A,, < rank A,+i, and if A,,+ 1 does not have full 
rank, then rank A,+1 < rank Anfe. 
Proof. 
a0 a1 a2 a.0 a” a n+l all+2 
--a1 a0 al a** a,-, a, a,+, 
--a2 -a1 a0 **a an-2 u,_~ a, 
A n+2 = . . 
-an --a,-, -an_2 9.. a0 a1 a0 
--an+ 1 -an --a,_, *** -a, a0 a1 
--a n+2 ---an+1 -a, .** -a2 -a, a0 
By the preceding result p,+ 1 > p, implies that any element k of the kernel 
of A,+1 must have first entry 0. Select a k E ker A,, + 1 whose first nonzero 
entry appears no further to the right than the first nonzero entry of any vector 
in ker A,+l. If P,,+~ = P,,+~ then Ok E ker An+2, by Lemma 2.4. Let 
(Ok)’ E F”+2 be the vector obtained by deleting the first entry of Ok. Since 
Ok E ker An+2, it is clear from the symmetry of the matrix above that 
(OkY E ker A,, i. But this contradicts the assumption that the first nonzero 
entry of k appears no lower than that for any other vector of ker A,,+ 1. Hence 
Pn+1 < Pn+2. n 
We show that the sequence of nullities of the matrices A,, satisfies a 
rather remarkable property. If v, = 0, then p,, + 1 = p, = n + 1, by Lemma 
2.2, so automatically vti+ 1 = 1. If P,,+~ = p, for j = 1,2,3, . . . . k, then 
clearly v,+~ = j. If k + 1 > 1 is the first integer for which P,,+~+ 1 > p,, then 
by Lemma 2.2, p,+ k + 1 = pn + 2. Hence v,, +k+ 1 = k - 1. Now, combining 
Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.6, we have v,+ k +j = k - j for 0 < j < k. Hence 
we have established the following result. 
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THEOREM 2.7 (Cf. [S, 91). The sequence v = IV, = null( A,) : n= 
0, 1,2,...} is uninwdul in the sense that there is a sequence of positive 
i,ntegers m, such that v is the concatenation of strings of the form 1,2, . . . , m, 
- 1, m,, m, - 1,. . . ,2,1,0. 
Next we show that any sequence satisfying the conclusion of the preced- 
ing actually occurs as the nullity sequence for a sequence of matrices {A,}. 
The result follows essentially from the next lemma. We shall use the following 
notation. If k = [k,, k,, . . . , k,lT is a vector in F”‘+r with last entry 0, let 
~~k,theshifiofk,bethevector[O,k,,k, ,..., k,_,IT. 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose A, has full rank and p,, = p,,+ 1 = *** = P,,+~ for 
somej. Let k = [k,,..., k,+l]T E kerA,+, bea nonzerovector. Then 
- 
(i) k = ck, some c E F*; 
(ii) k,, # 0 # k,, 1; 
(iii) fiw 0 < i < j, (C)“k, aO”k, m20’k ,..., criOik} is a basis for 
.ker A,,+i. 
Proof. Since v,, I = 
k E ker A,,+l, 
1, a single vector k spans ker A, + r. By Lemma 2.3, 
so (i) follows. Also k,+l # 0: otherwise k’ = [k,, . . . , k,lT E 
ker A,, a contradiction. Hence k, = c-l k,, , # 0, and (ii) follows. Suppose 
(iii) holds for some i < j. Since p, + i = p,, +i + 1, we have 0 ker A, +i c 
ker A,+*+ I by Lemma 2.4. In particular, Cl’+ ‘k E ker A,+i+ ]. But 
crz+lOi+‘k = c-‘(O”+‘k) E ker A,+i+l. Then {ei+‘k,. . . , ci+‘Oi+‘k) is 
a set of linearly independent vectors in ker A,, i + 1. Since u,+~+ 1 = i + 1, 
the set is a basis for the kernel. n 
Now suppose p = { pj} is a unimodal sequence of nonnegative integers as 
in the conclusion of the preceding theorem. We show that p is the nullity 
sequence for some sequence of matrices {Al>. Suppose p,, = 0, and 
a(), a,, . . . , a,, E F have been chosen to satisfy /.L~ = null( Aj> for j = 0, . . . , n. 
Let m E N be such that p,+, = i for 0 < i < m, and CL,+,,,+, = m - 1. 
We find a,+l,...,a,+,,+l E F such that null(A,+i) = P,+~ for 0 < i < m. 
By the remarks preceding the theorem, v,,, r = 1, regardless of the choice of 
a,+r. If m > 1, then we require null(A,+2) = 2, or equivalently, P,,+~ = 
P n+ I’ By Lemma 2.4, a necessary condition for p, + 1 = pn+ 2 is that 
0 ker A,,, I c ker An+2. If k spans ker A,, + , , then clearly Ok lies in the 
right kernel of the first n + 1 rows of A,,+ r. By Lemma 2.8 the first entry of 
k is nonzero, so there is one (and only one) choice of ant2 which makes the 
last row of An+2 annihilate Ok. But then null( A, +2) z null( A,, ,I, SO in 
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fact null( A,,+ 2) = null( A, + 1) + 1 = 2, by Lemma 2.2 [If m = 1, then any 
other choice of scalar in F for a,, 2 gives Ok E ker A,,+s, so that 
null(A,+,) = 1.1 If m = 2, then, using the form for a basis for ker An+2 in 
the preceding lemma, we observe that there is one and only one choice for 
a ,,+s for which 0 ker An+s c ker An+s, from which we conclude as above 
that null( A,,+ s) = 1 + null( An+2) = 3. Continuing in this manner, we see 
that there is a unique choice of elements a,,+ s, . . . , a,, +,,, for which 
null( A,+j) = j, 1 < j < m. It is also clear that there are 9 - 1 choices of 
a n+m+l to make null(A,+,+l) = m - 1. Then by Theorem 2.7, regardless 
of the choice of a”+*+s,. . . , u,,+~~, we have null(A,+,+j) = m -j. Hence 
we have established the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.9. Every unimodal sequence of nonnegative integers (as in 
the conclusion of the last theorem) is a nullity sequence for some sequence of 
matrices {A,}. 
We obtain our first main results as corollaries to the proof of the 
preceding theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let F be a field with 9 = p’ elements, and let n be an 
odd positive integer. Then there are 9”- ‘(9 - 1) n + 1 by n + 1 invertible 
skew-centrosymmetric matrices over F. 
Proof. We use induction. The claim is obvious for n = 1. Let n be a 
positive integer such that the result holds for all j < n. We count the ordered 
sets a = [a,, . . . , a,] in F for which the corresponding matrix A,, is invert- 
ible. We do so by grouping these ordered sets in the following manner. For 
r = 1,3, . . . , 72 - 2, let S r consist of those sets a = [a,, . . . , a,] giving rise to 
matrices Aj, 1 < j < n, whose nullities vj satisfy V, = 0, V, = 0, and vj > 0 
for r < j < n. Let S, be those sets a such that v, = 0 but vj > 0 for all 
j < n. The S, are clearly disjoint. 
We first count S,. By Theorem 2.7 and the hypotheses on S,, any a in S, 
has corresponding matrices A,, . . . , A, whose nullities are {1,2,. . . , (n - 
1)/2, (n + 1)/2, (n - 1)/2,. . . , 2,1,0}. By the proof of the preceding re- 
sult, there is only one choice for [a,, a,, us, . . . , a(, + 1j,2] (in fact, they must 
all be 0), there are 9 - 1 choices for a _ 
(L 1$4”’ 
and 9 choices for each of 
a(,-,)/,, . . . , a,. Hence lS,( = (9 - 1)9 . 
Next suppose r E {l, 3,. . . , n - 2). By the induction assumption there 
are (9 - I)9’- r choices for [a,, . . . , a,] so that a E S,. The remaining part 
of the nullity sequence corresponding to those sets a in S, must be 
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br+l,..., v,} = (1,2,..., (n -?-j/2 - 1, (n -r)/2, (n -f-)/2 - 1,. . . , LO). 
By the proof of the preceding theorem there are 9 choices for a,, r, 1 choice 
for [a r+z~...~~(,+.)/z 19 1 - 1 choices for a(,+,),,+ 1, and 9 choices for each 
of q”+r)/2+2, * * * ) an* Hence IS,1 = (9 - 1)9’-‘9(9 - l)9(fl-r)‘2-1 = 
I( 
9 9 
_ 1)2 (“+r)/2-1. Hence 
IS,1 + IS,1 + ... +Is”_,I + I&J 
= (() _ 1)2(+n-W + (4 - q24”+‘)/” + ... 
+(9 - 1)29”-z + (9 - l)9(n-1)‘2 
= (4 - ,)2q’“-1:‘_Iy 
n-- 1 
+ (4 _ 1)9(4/2 = (4 - l)q”-1. n 
COROLLARY 2.11. Same notation us in the preceding corolluy. Let 
n E N, and let s < n be a positive integer with opposite purity to n. Then the 
number of n + 1 by n + 1 skew-centrosymmetric matrices over F with 
nullity s is (9 - 1X9”-” + 9n-s-1). 
Proof. We must compute the number of all ordered (n + I)-tuples 
a = [a,, . . . , a,] whose corresponding bisymmetric matrix A, has nullity s, 
i.e., V, = s. For r = 1,3,. . . , n - s, let S, be the set of all those a for which 
the nullities V~ = null( Al> satisfy V, = 0, V, # 0 for r < m < n. Let S, be 
the set of a for which vj # 0, 0 <j < n. Any a for which v,, = s lies in one 
and only one of the S,. 
The nullities ( vj = null( Al> : 0 < j < n} for those Al’s corresponding with 
an a in S, must be {1,2, . . ., (n + s - 1)/2,(n + .s + 1)/2,(n + s - 
1)/2,. . . , s}. Counting as in the proofs of the preceding two results, we find 
that 
For r = 1,3,. . . , n-s-2,andforanyaES,,wehavev,=Oandvj#0 
for T + 1 < j < n, so by Theorem 2.7, the nullities vr, v,.+ 1, . . . , vn must be 
0, 1, . . . ) (n - r + s)/2 - l,(n - r + s)/2,(n - r + s)/2 - 1, . . . , s. By 
the preceding corollary there are (9 - l)qrP1 choices for a,, . . . , a,, and 
counting as above, there are 9 choices for a,, 1, one choice for each of 
q+2,..., qn+,+s)/e, 9 - 1 choices for a(, +r+s),2+ 1, and 9 choices for each 
of the remaining uj’s, up to and including a,. Hence the total number of 
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ordered sets a E S, is 
(4 _ qq'-lq(q _ l)pM/2-1 = (4 - q2p+~=o/2~~~ 
Finally, any a E S,_ s corresponds to matrices Aj such that A, _-s, . . . , A,, 
have nullities v”_ s, V~ _-s+ i, . . . , un which are 0, 1, . . . , s, respectively. Hence 
IS,_,1 = (9 - 1)9”-“-‘9 = (9 - 1)9”-“. Summing over all S, now gives 
IS,1 + IS,1 + ‘** ISn_s-J + IS,_,I 
= (4 _ l)p~1)/2 + (4 _ qy-‘W + (4 - qy~~+‘)P 
+ . . . +(9 - 1y9”-“-2 + (4 - 1)9”-” 
= (4 _ l)9(n-s-1)/2 + c4 _ 1~2~‘n~s~l~i/l(ln-s-1 
+(9 - l)q”-” 
= (9 - l)(q”-” + qn-4-l). n 
When F has characteristic 2 we relax the assumption that a, = 0 and 
compute the number of all invertible n + 1 by n + 1 matrices A, (n odd) of 
this slightly more general form. Choose a,, . . . , a, E F, and let a, = 0. For 
any 4’ E F, consider the n + 2 by n + 2 matrix (cf. 15, Theorem 4211) 
A:, = 
1 1 1 1 . . . 
; a, a, u2 us *** d, 
5 --a1 a0 a1 a2 . . . a n-1 
i -a2 -a1 a0 a1 
. . . a n - 2 
i -.a,, -a1,_, * . . a; -anp2 -an-3 ... 
The determinant A’ of this matrix agrees with the sum of A = det A,, and 5 
times the determinant of an odd skew-symmetric matrix, so A’ = A. LY is 
unchanged by adding 5 to every entry of all but the first row. Hence 
A’ = det B,, where B, is the matrix obtained from A,, by adding 5 to each 
entry. Hence A = det B,. If 1 FI = 9 = 2”, then by Corollary 2.10, there are 
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(9 - l)q”- ’ invertible matrices of the form A,, with a, = 0. Hence our 
argument shows that there are (9 - l)qn matrices of the specified form, with 
a, arbitrary. This proves the following result. 
TIIEOKEM 2.12. Let F be a finite field with 9 = 2” = IFI for some 
m E N. Let n be odd, and for any a,), . . . , a,, in F, let A,, be the correspond- 
ing skew-centrosymmetric matrix. Then there are (9 - l)q” invertible matri- 
ces of thi.7 form. 
The authors would like to thank the referee for helpfill comments 
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